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Presidents’ Messages: 
Amy Michalski, MD, FAAP 
 
The beginning of this year has been a busy time for me with a senior applying to 
colleges and the usual chaos of work and life.  I hope all of you are taking time to take 
care of yourselves as well as your patients and families.  With the current uncertainties 
around the future of military medicine, stress levels may be elevated. 
 
The 2019 Annual Leadership Forum has come and gone.   This year the meeting was 
changed a bit with resolution discussion occurring via teleconferencing prior to the in-
person meeting,  This  allowed more time at the meeting for education on leadership 
skills, member engagement, and business aspects of a chapter as well as discussions 
around the top 10 resolutions which are included in the newsletter.  It still was super 
busy and sometimes a little overwhelming as well as motivating.   There was a guest 
panel of parents that had been affected by drowning and SIDS which was emotionally 
charged, but highlighted the importance of discussing safety issues at clinic visits.  I 
really enjoyed the time I had to meet with the East Executive Committee members and 
the Section President.  We are making a donation to the building of the new AAP 
headquarters as a group and will have a tree dedicated to the Uniformed Services on 
the campus.     
 
This spring we have several positions open on the Executive Committee.  Voting will 
occur during May and I would encourage all members to participate.  
 
Once again, please reach out to Chapter leadership with any concerns, ideas for 
engagement, or suggestions on activities. 
 
Amy 
 
ALF 2019 
 
 

Top 10 resolutions: 
 
1.   Eliminating Religious Exemptions to Vaccinating Children 
2.   Family Separations at the Border: Safeguarding Children’s Health 
3.   Limitation of Prior Authorization Requirements for Medications 
4.   Continuity of Medicaid Benefits When Recipients Move 
5.   Access to Evidence-Based Treatment for Children and Adolescents with 
Neurodevelopmental Disorders Beyond Autism 
6.   Affordable Insulin Access for All Children with Diabetes 



7.   Revising the AAP Bright Futures Guidelines on Gun Safety Anticipatory Guidance 
8.   Drowning Prevention Recommendation Statement and Education 
9.   Providing Guidance on School Response to E-Cigarette Use by Students 
10. Public Education About Intramuscular Vitamin K Administration at Birth 
 
The following is the link to view the Top 10 resolutions in more detail: 
 
https://www.aap.org/en-us/my-aap/alf/Documents/alf_2019_top_ten_resolutions.pdf 
 
Congratulations 
 
Congratulations to the Outstanding Chapter Award Winners: 
Small Chapter Category – Vermont 
Medium Chapter Category – Utah 
Large Chapter Category – Indiana 
Very Large Chapter Category – Ohio  
 
 

 
Executive Directors of Uniformed Services East Chapter (Carolyn Famiglietti - Left), Uniformed 

Services West Chapter (Elina Ly -Right) meet author Jodi Womack (center), The Womack 
Company and author of “Get Motivated” at the Executive Directors conference at AAP 

headquarters during ALF. 
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Vice President Message: 
LTC Thornton Mu, MD, FAAP  

 
Greetings from the VP corner!  The executive committee met last month to 
comprehensively review our Strategic Plan and Vision.  Be on the lookout later this 
summer as we share this Plan and Vision with everyone. We are excited to see how our 
USW Chapter can better serve our Members and continued advocacy efforts in support 
of military children and their families, such as opportunities to attend AAP sponsored 
Quality Improvement Initiatives training.  We hope you will enjoy this edition's article 
from the medical student interest group at USUHS about their involvement in the 
community and how the AAP (and USW Chapter) support military pediatricians and 
children.  As we transition leadership roles this summer, please reach out to us with 
comments and/or questions. We are looking for volunteers to help with projects like our 
website maintenance.  If anyone has advocacy/resolutions that they would like Chapter 
sponsorship, we welcome the opportunity to have that conversation!  Lastly, we look 
forward to seeing as many folks as possible at the upcoming AAP NCE in New Orleans 
this fall. 
 
Chapter Volunteer Opportunities 
 
The chapter has many volunteer opportunities, currently we are seeking an Information 
Technology-Chapter website management coordinator.  If you have experience or are 
interested in this position please contact the Uniformed Services West Chapter 
administrative office through the Executive Director at elina.h.ly.civ@mail.mil 
 
Working together we can make our Chapter better and stronger. 
 
Chapter Elections 
The Uniformed Services – West Chapter will be conducting elections for the following 
positions: 
 
Vice President (2 yr term, then 2 yr President, then 2 yr Past President) and 2 Member-
at-Large positions (2 year term).   This committee plans the Chapter’s activities and 
projects for the year. The Executive Committee meets approximately 4 times a year and 
at the Annual meeting at the Uniformed Services Pediatric Seminar during NCE. 

 
Please check your email, in May the AAP will be sending you a link to 
participate in elections through Survey Monkey. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Pediatrics Interest Group 
 
The Uniformed Services University’s Pediatrics Interest Group (IG) is an active, student-
run organization. There are 4 student leaders: President 2LT Michael Clarion, Vice 
President ENS Paige Stateler, Treasurer/Secretary 2d Lt Kaitlin Beyrau, and AAP 
Delegate 2d Lt Erik Hunsaker. The Pediatric IG has participated in several activities over 
the past academic year, including lunch speakers, volunteer work, and connecting 
students with shadowing opportunities.  Every month or two, we host a lunch featuring 
a guest speaker who usually specializes in our current area of study.  For example, 
during our neurology module, we had the opportunity to hear from a pediatric 
neurologist.  Such discussions allow us to better understand particular fields within 
pediatrics, how pediatrics fits into the topics we are studying, and how to pursue 
particular specialties within the military.  We plan to host an event in the fall to 
introduce students to the AAP, including the benefits of AAP membership and advocacy 
opportunities.  
 
In addition, we started volunteering with Comfort Cases, which is a local non-profit 
organization in Rockville, MD. This incredible organization, founded by Rob Scheer, 
collects items such as school supplies, clothing, books, and special bags that each child 
can use to store his or her belongings.  As volunteers, we helped unpack hundreds of 
brand new duffel bags, break down boxes, and set the bags up for easy filling by the 
next round of volunteers.  We worked in tandem with pediatrics residents from Walter 
Reed, which also provided our group an excellent opportunity to meet the residents and 
hear about their experiences. Mr. Scheer was recently honored as a CNN Hero for his 
advocacy efforts.  
 
Finally, our group provides shadowing opportunities to medical students.  Students are 
able to shadow in the NICU, nursery, inpatient ward, and outpatient clinic. Some 
subspecialty shadowing experiences are available upon request. Students can easily go 
online and select a time and date that works for them.  This allows anyone interested in 
pediatrics to explore the field in more depth, before we start our clinical rotations. 
Our group is looking forward to additional events this fall, including recruiting students 
from the Class of 2022 and volunteering at the Fisher House.  We are very grateful to 
Chapter West for its sponsorship as we strive to provide the best opportunities for our 
members! 



 
 

    
 
 

 



 
 
Resident CATCH (Community Access To Child Health) Corner 
CPT Matthew Nestander 
 
We had one resident CATCH grant application out of BAMC that I submitted  last cycle 
and the next cycle opens in June 2019.  I again would encourage all to apply as there 
are less restrictions now on what projects are likely to get funded. If anyone has ideas 
that want to discuss or help submitting a grant please email me at 
matthew.a.nestander.mil@mail.mil  
 
 
 

Chapter Grant Coordinator 
Norman J. Waecker, Jr., MD FAAP 
 
Please note the change of email address for the Chapter Grant Coordinator, Norman J. 
Waecker Jr. MD. MPH, FAAP, njwaecker@gmail.com 
 
 
Do you Like us? 
You should! The US Chapter West is making some bold attempts at social media. Help 
boost our self-esteem. Join our Facebook Group:  Uniformed Services West Chapter 
– AAP or e-mail reneedlt@gmail.com to be added. Better yet…follow us on Twitter! 
@AAP_USW. We would really appreciate it. Please? Pretty please? 
 
 
 
 

 
 
US West Chapter Administrative Office: 
 
 San Diego, CA 
 Phone:  619-532-5233  
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